After many decades, dwindling numbers of communicators, extension personnel, and development professionals recall the National Project in Agricultural Communications (NPAC) of the 1950s and early 1960s. But around the world many professionals, scholars, and organizations can recognize the spirit and legacy of NPAC, which has had substantial impact well beyond its original national mission. NPAC became the springboard for a long-running series of communication seminars that built the capacity of foreign students, studying in the United States, to return home better able to communicate as change agents in fostering development. Seminars of NPAC also point to key ingredients for addressing urgent issues facing our nation and world today. This study addresses the origins, features, transitions, durability, and impacts of those communication seminars across nearly 60 years. The authors used historical analysis to reveal a surprising trail of service that leads to the present day and beyond. It provides new insights about how the NPAC communication training program has exerted more than 15 kinds of impact on agricultural development, on organizations at all levels throughout the world -and on individuals touched by it. The analysis highlights insightful, unpublished backstories about the communication training heritage of NPAC. It also identifies key elements of effective communication training programs and identifies opportunities for further research and practice. It could help readers identify professional development innovations the Journal of Applied Communications will advance and report during its second century. 
. Francis Byrnes, John Morrow, and Stanley Andrews (Michigan State College -Nov.-Dec. 1953 ) (Associate Director, Audio-Visual Director, and Executive Director, respectively) NPAC leaders placed special emphasis on using a behavioral approach to communication in support of development. In an oral history interview on October 31, 1970, former NPAC Director Stanley Andrews reflected on efforts to incorporate it and reasons for doing so:
At Michigan State (University) we began to get into this communication problem in depth. We looked at communications in terms of how people behave. We stumbled onto something that if we could have had it when we started we might have done a better job in Point IV (the U.S. Government's foreign assistance program before the establishment of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) in 1961). It looked like we were going to get AID to try out the behavioral communications idea. It went clear up in the Eisenhower administration, to the last man, and he said, "Well, damn it, this looks like something awful good, but you know we've got so many things I'll just have to put it off for a while." And the fellow that was carrying it through the bureaucracy was sent to Africa and the whole thing collapsed (Andrews, 1970) .
Andrews explained that giving professionals from abroad a debriefing before they return home led them to ask what this means in their countries and how they would relate this to their problems. He observed that it gives an entirely different concept of human behavior, finding common denominators rather than exaggerating differences in human beings.
Pilot Conference for International Communication Training
The international dimension appeared during 1958 as NPAC began to organize predeparture communication seminars for foreign students studying in the United States (K. Byrnes, 2014, p. 5-8) .
Under contract with the U.S. International Cooperation Administration (ICA), NPAC conducted a pilot communication training program to be held at MSU for about 50 foreign trainees. This connection is understandable, given NPAC Director Andrews' former affiliation with the Technical Cooperation Agency, later named ICA and in 1961 the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). Randall Harrison reported that ICA asked if:
NPAC might be able to help with a problem it [ICA] had. ICA was sponsoring thousands of foreign participants who came to the United States for various kinds of technical training. These participants then returned home. And, while competent in their new skills, they did not seem able to effectively communicate their new knowledge to others. In short, they were not very good change agents. Perhaps, suggested ICA, if these participants were given a workshop on communication and change, just before going home, they might be more successful (K. Byrnes, 2014 . p. 5).
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Journal of Applied Communications, Volume 100, No. 1 • 79 A pilot workshop, based on the NPAC training model, was called the International Communications Conference. It was held in East Lansing, Michigan, on June 22-28, 1958, with 39 participants from nine countries. The purpose was to prepare the participants to re-enter their work situations and help them plan ways to communicate what they learned. The trial effort proved successful. Minutes of the August 20, 1958 meeting of the State Board of Agriculture show that ICA granted $73,000 to MSU to be used under the direction of Dr. David Berlo to deliver 14 week-long workshops (40-hours each) from July 1, 1958 , through June 30, 1959 . These workshops were to serve a maximum of 850 ICA-funded developing country participants studying at various universities throughout the United States (Minutes, 1958) . One condition of the contract was that if ICA wished to continue the pre-departure seminar program a university would be ready to contract for a continuance. NPAC leaders, with endorsement of the communication unit on campus, decided that Michigan State would serve that purpose.
NPAC arranged, in its contract for the pilot seminar, for research funds so that faculty might gain insight on the problems returning participants face and for "back home" evaluation of the seminar by a faculty member [six] months after the pilot. Berlo travelled around the world on this evaluation, finding almost without exception not only favorable comments about the seminar experience but also evidence of changed job behaviors and endorsing comments of supervisors and ICA missions. A few weeks later, with a contract from ICA, Michigan State was in the communication seminar business (K. Byrnes, 2014, p. 6 ).
In October 1959, an agreement was reached between NPAC and MSU for Michigan State to take over NPAC for an initial three-year period. NPAC entered a new phase as a unit in the College of Communication Arts on March 1, 1960. Reflecting on the fate of NPAC after moving into Communication Arts, Erwin P. Bettinghaus observed that the unit did not do much with NPAC after 1960 (personal communication, February 20, 2013 . Absent any new funding after the Kellogg Foundation grant ended, NPAC closed officially in March, 1962 (Klare, 1963 .
I had been informed when I took the job that it might not last more than a year or so given noises from USAID. However, I figured that if the program got good ratings it would be continued. It did, from all I could discern, but after four years, we were informed that it was coming to an end. … I stayed on another year at MSU completing my doctorate (Higher Education Administration and Curriculum, 1984) . Being assured that MSU was not interested in pursuing the Communication Workshops on a non-contract basis, I decided to take a shot at offering a program on a similar, but non-contract basis with open enrollment to all foreign graduate students regardless of their sponsorship, and redesigned the program to give more emphasis to management and leadership (Byrnes, 2014, p. 12) .
The experiences Morris gained as communication seminar director allowed him to adapt it and continue to make many of its features available for another 29 years. He moved to Washington, D. C., in 1978 and established Management Communication Associates (MCA), later changing its name to the Management Training and Development Institute (MTDI). At that time Susanne
Morris (also an MSU PhD) joined him in running the organization. MTDI programs operated from 1978-2007, building on the design of the original MSU Communication Seminars and providing hundreds of five-and ten-day workshops in management communication; project management and evaluation; training of trainers; and management of training. Recently, Bob and Susanne Morris recalled that the training had further ripple effects. An Indonesian husband and wife who attended an MTDI workshop were so impressed with the approach and methodology that they returned home and founded their own company, using that system (R. Morris and S. Morris, personal communication, February 25, 2016) .
MTDI also offered custom topics and experiences on special topics and as components for participants on professional travel to the United States. In summary, Morris reported:
More than 10,000 participants from 123 countries attended the MTDI programs. Participants were sponsored by various U.S. agencies, United Nations and other international organizations, NGOs, private firms and home governments, e.g., Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, Nigeria, Philippines, Bolivia, Kuwait, and others. Programs have also been conducted directly, or with interpreters, in Spanish, Arabic, Korean, Russian, Polish, Mongolian and French. Programs were also occasionally held abroad, usually at the invitation of former MTDI participants (K. Byrnes, 2014, p. 13) .
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Influencing and developing careers. The NPAC communication training program also has had career-shaping impact. It "opened a new world to the editors of the time: new ways of thinking about and approaching communication, new ways of thinking about learning and teaching" (Miller, 1995, p. 7) .
Authors of this analysis have personal experiences that may serve as useful case examples. After participation in or exposure to NPAC activities, they went on to careers in applied communication that drew on concepts and materials that supported their own academic and development-related work.
One co-author's involvement in the program began when his father worked with NPAC in the 1950s and early 1960s. He often helped his father around the home kitchen table to collate seminar training materials into packets for participants. Later, at Michigan State University, while studying for his M.A. in Communication from 1967-1968, he That experience built confidence to create a Spanish version of the MCD course and deliver it in Spanish to a group of Latin American census officials. Then, as a consultant or as part of a full-time job under various employment arrangements with USAID, he developed and delivered training courses in Spanish and English on Organizational Management for Sustainability (OMS) for NGOs in numerous Latin American and Caribbean countries.
The other co-author became aware of NPAC and the communication training program when he joined the University of Illinois faculty in 1962 to lead a new academic program in agricultural communications. He was marginally acquainted with communication theory and related research of the day. After undergraduate study in agricultural journalism, he gained nearly six years of professional experience in counseling, public information, and agricultural broadcasting and advertising. His masters study emphasized marketing and acquainted him with some research in areas such as social psychology and diffusion/adoption of innovations.
That background, while helpful to a neophyte faculty member, left gaping academic holes that NPAC and the communication training program helped fill. While the NPAC program had ended, NPAC training materials were available. They became a valued resource for his early teaching, opened his eyes to communication research, sparked his interest in doctoral study, and have continued to inform his academic work.
